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MOU signing ceremony between UBL & Shell Pakistan Ltd. Seen in the picture are; Mr. Arif Sirhindi, GROUP EXECUTIVE - 

Payment Services Group UBL (centre), Mr. M. ZAMAN, HEAD – Digital Banking UBL (second right), Mr. Jabbar Junejo, GROUP 
HEAD – Customer Services UBL (right), Mr. Mazhar-ud-Deen, GM Retail Shell Pakistan (second left); Mr. Faisal Waheed, CFO 

Shell (left). Also seen in the back are senior team members of Shell and UBL. 
 

 

UBL & SHELL PARTNER TO ENHANCE CUSTOMER CONVENIENCE 

United Bank Limited (UBL) & Shell recently signed an MOU for installation of UBL ATMs at Shell 

retail fuel stations across Pakistan. The state-of-the-art biometric enabled ATMs will provide customers a 

convenient location to withdraw cash. 

The purpose of the alliance is to extend customer convenience beyond traditional branches and provide 

them with a one stop solution for re-fueling, withdrawing cash and making small time purchases. Present 

at the signing ceremony, Mr. Mazhar-ud-Deen, GM – Retail, Shell Pakistan commented “Customer 

convenience is at the heart of Shell’s philosophy and partnering with UBL to deploy ATMs at Shell fuel 

stations is a step further to ensure just that.” 

Mr. Arif Sirhindi, GE Payment Services Group, UBL, said “UBL wants to transcend the boundaries of 

providing traditional customer services to its consumers and the general public at large. Our partnership 

with Shell will enable us to serve a larger customer base across Pakistan and ensure customer 

convenience at leading Shell fuel stations.” 

 

About UBL  

United Bank Limited (UBL) is one of Pakistan’s largest banks in the private sector. The bank operates a network of over 

1,350 branches across Pakistan and 18 branches overseas. With a customer base of over 5 million, it leads the banking 

and financial services sector in Pakistan. Customers across the world have 24/7 access to the bank via UBL’s world class 

Internet Banking. 


